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Metals Knowledge Organiser
Resistant Materials

Properties of Metals

ferrous: Metals that contain iron. Besides iron itself, 
all ferrous metals are alloys.

iron: Heavy and strong, iron is most commonly found 
nowadays in various alloys. Historically, iron was the 
key material which enabled the industrial revolution 
to thrive in the UK. Machines, bridges and weapons 
could all be cast in iron, allowing mass-production.

Used in heavy kitchen skillets, radiators and fireplaces 
in older houses.

The Iron Bridge 

(opened 1781) in 

Shropshire was 

the first bridge to 

use cast-iron 

structurally.

ferrous alloys

mild steel: General purpose metal for general 
engineering. Good strength and cold-forging properties. 
Corrodes quickly without protection. Can be welded 
and braised.

Used in structural components, general workshop 
projects.

high speed steel: Very hard, resistant to frictional heat.

Used in lathe cutting tools, drills, milling cutters.

high carbon steel: Very hard, difficult to cut, easily 
joined by carbon treatment.

Used in hand tools, hammers, screwdrivers, chisels.

stainless steel: Hard, tough, resists wear, corrosion 
resistant, difficult to cut.

Used in dishes, sinks, teapots, cutlery.

non-ferrous: Metals that do not contain iron.

aluminium: High strength to weight ratio, light, soft, 
difficult to join. 

Used in kitchen utensils, packaging, cans, foils, 
window frames.

copper: Bright and decorative colour when polished. 
Corrosion resistant. Soft and easy to work by hand. 
Good heat and electrical conductor.

gold: Soft, malleable, ductile, often alloyed to give 
more strength, doesn’t corrode or tarnish.

Used in jewellery, electronics, hi-fi equipment, 
dentistry.

tin: Soft, corrosion-resistant pure metal. Silver-
coloured and bright when polished. Can be worked by 
hand. Used to plate other metals.

non-ferrous alloys

brass: Corrosion resistant, casts well, work-hardens, 
polishes well.

Used in castings, boat fittings, ornaments.

bronze: Corrosion resistant, casts well, work-hardens, 
polishes well.

Used in castings, boat fittings, ornaments, statues.

pewter: Soft alloy of tin, copper, lead or silver. Low 
melt temperature makes it ideal for casting projects.

Used in sand-casting, old-fashioned tableware.

solder: Soft alloy, usually made from copper and tin. 
An added substance, called flux, allows the solder to 
flow over other metals when heated.

Used in jewellery manufacture, electronics.
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Property Definition Found in

brittle Hard, but easily broken or cracked. cast-iron, steel with high 
carbon content.

conductor Metal which allows heat or electricity 
to flow through it easily.

copper, gold, brass.

corrode To become damaged by chemical 
reaction (normally water).

ferrous metals in the form 
of rust, some alloys become 
powdery.

corrosion-resistant A metal which resists damage by 
chemical reaction.

copper, gold, bronze.

ductile Can be deformed without losing 
toughness.

lead, copper, gold.

hard Not easily bent or broken. steel, iron, brass.

lightweight A metal which has a good strength-to-
weight ratio.

aluminium, duralumin.

malleable Can be deformed by beating, bending or 
pressing into shape.

lead, copper, gold, silver, tin

soft Metals with comparatively low melting 
temperatures. Easily scratched and 
malleable.

lead, copper, gold, tin.

tensile strength A material with good tensile strength 
resists breaking under tension.

steel, iron, aluminium.

tough/durable/
strong

Able to withstand rough handling or 
treatment.

iron, stainless steel.
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Wasting metals by drilling and boring.

Metals need specially hardened bits for holes to be 
bored or milled successfully.

Drilling: Hand drill and 

pillar drill with high-speed bits.

Turning: CAM or manual metal lathes can waste 
metal rod accurately by both boring and turning.

Milling: Using a flat-ended slot drill, a milling 
machine cuts laterally, giving a high degree of 
control to the three-dimensional wasting of metals.

Wasting Metals Using CAD/CAM 

Computer controlled 

milling machines and 

lathes are used in 

schools and industry to 

waste and shape metals. 

Aluminium is the most 

common material used to mill in schools.

Addition

Permanent bonding

Metals require specific joining methods based on 
the type of material and shape of product.

base metal: Pure, non-precious metals, such as 
iron, copper and tin. Commonly electro-plated 
with other metals such as chromium to achieve a 
higher quality finish.

alloy: Metals which are a mixture of two or 
more elements, at least one of which is a metal.  
The purpose of an alloy is to create a metal with 
improved properties over the original.

precious metals: Pure metals which are valued for 
their ductility, colour and lustrous natural finish 
and other properties. Platinum, gold and silver are 
commonly used in jewellery design.
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Wasting

Wasting metals by cutting and shaping.

Metals can be very resistant to shaping by wastage 
and tools require special blades to cut metals 
accurately.

Sawing: hacksaw, junior hacksaw, abra file, jigsaw 
(with metal cutting blade).

Shearing: Thin sheet metal can be marked out and 
cut with special metal sheers or tin snips.

Filing: Edge shaping and finishing can be achieved 
by hand with a range of metal files.

Adhesives

Some metals can be 

bonded permanently with 

solvent adhesives such 

epoxy resin.

Welding/Brazing

Using high temperatures, 

welding creates fused joints 

which can be as strong as 

the material. Brazing uses 

lower temperatures to 

melt a soft alloy, 

which flows between 

the joint and creates a bond. 

Fixing and Fastening

Riveting

Riveting gives a quick and clean alternative to 
welding. It requires an overlap in the material.

Temporary Fixing

Nuts and bolts, machine screws, self-tapping 
screws.

Washers are often needed to create a secure, 
vibration proof fastening.

Deforming and Reforming

Cold Forming

Thin sheet material and narrow-gauge rod and 
wire can be deformed using a range of cold-
forming processes. Simple bends can be made 
using a vice and ball-peen hammer.

Bending

Thicker rod materials can be bent and shaped 
when heated to red-hot. 

Quenching the material 

will harden the bend.

Casting 

In industry, casting can produce highly successful 
products. Some schools 

have sand casting 

facilities, which allow 

an alloy to be re-formed 

into a three-dimensional 

shape.
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